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a b s t r a c t
The IEEE 802.11e standard introduces Quality of Service support for wireless local area networks through two MAC functions: Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) and HCF
Controlled Channel Access (HCCA). While the former provides prioritized contention-based
access to the medium, the latter uses a parameterized contention-free polling scheme. Several studies have proposed enhancements to EDCA or improved scheduling algorithms for
HCCA to properly support VBR trafﬁc. However, the cooperation between these functions
has only marginally been considered and the solutions vary depending on speciﬁc trafﬁc
requirements.
In this paper we propose a novel approach to address the problem of scheduling VBR
trafﬁc streams. Our scheduler, named Overboost, uses HCCA to negotiate a minimum bandwidth and deals with trafﬁc streams that require more bandwidth than the negotiated one
by redirecting the excess bandwidth to the EDCA function. An analytical evaluation has
been conducted and the results has been corroborated by an extensive set of simulations.
They show that the overall scheduler improves the performance with respect to other
HCCA schedulers in terms of null rate, throughput, access delay, and queue length.
Ó 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In recent years, the consolidated role of the IEEE 802.11
standard [1] as reference for wireless local area networks
(WLANs) has fostered their wide diffusion. The Medium
Access Control (MAC) layer of the IEEE 802.11b [2] standard
is designed for best effort data transmissions. However, the
support for multimedia applications (VoIP, videoconference, multimedia streaming, High Deﬁnition TV, etc.) is
fast-growing and promising, stressing the current technology for improvements to the offered network service. In order to support the Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of
the multimedia applications – expressed for instance in
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terms of guaranteed bandwidth and bounded delay and jitter – the IEEE 802.11 Working Group for WLAN Standards
has produced the release of the IEEE 802.11e amendment
[3].
The IEEE 802.11e amendment introduced trafﬁc and
service differentiation at the MAC layer so that it can deliver multimedia streams with the respect of their QoS and
real-time (i.e. timing constraints expressed in terms of
ﬂows deadlines) requirements, in addition to regular best
effort trafﬁc. To this end, it introduces the Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF) that deals with both contention-based
and contention-free access mechanisms and provides prioritized and parameterized QoS. In particular two new
MAC functions are added to the pre-existing ones: the
Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) and the HCF
Controlled Channel Access (HCCA). EDCA improves the
mandatory and contention-based Distributed Coordination
Function (DCF) by introducing trafﬁc prioritization. On
the other hand, HCCA enhances the optional Point
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Coordination Function (PCF) polling scheme with a parameterized trafﬁc classiﬁcation. The standard also suggests an
HCCA reference scheduling algorithm that respects a minimum set of performance requirements.
The numerous studies that have provided insight on the
HCCA function through analytical techniques and simulations [4–8] have demonstrated its good QoS performance
for Constant Bit Rate (CBR) trafﬁc. However, those studies
also highlighted the poor performance of the HCCA function in the case of Variable Bit Rate (VBR) trafﬁc. This is
due to the ﬁxed values the HCCA function assigns to the
transmission parameters. Hence, some scheduling algorithms, alternative to the suggested reference scheduler,
have been proposed to improve the HCCA QoS support.
To the best of our knowledge, very few works have considered the possibility to integrate the service provided by
HCCA with the resources available for EDCA. The IEEE
802.11e standard describes a further access policy, the
HCCA–EDCA Mixed Mode (HEMM), where both these functions are used. However, HEMM is not well documented
and very few studies [9–11] have analyzed the QoS provisioning of the whole HCCA–EDCA system.
In this paper we present a scheduler for supporting VBR
trafﬁc streams with QoS requirements. Our scheduler allows
the network node to use both the IEEE 802.11e MAC functions for the transmission of the same trafﬁc stream. Our
scheduler achieves this by sending the trafﬁc that exceeds
the assigned HCCA transmission time using the EDCA function, i.e., tries to boost the network performance. For this
reason we named the proposed local scheduler ‘‘Overboost’’.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 the
IEEE 802.11 standard is illustrated. In Section 3 we summarize some relevant works that improve the HCCA reference
scheduler and some proposals about using HEMM mode.
In Section 4, the proposed scheduler is described. In Section 6, we evaluate its performance through simulations.
Finally, in Section 7 we present our conclusions.
2. IEEE 802.11e MAC protocol
The IEEE 802.11e compensates for the lack of QoS and
real-time support of the IEEE 802.11b standard by introducing two new functions. HCF, located in the QoS Access Point
(QAP), coordinates the global access of the period by establishing an hyperperiod, divided into many intervals, which
can be contention-free (managed by the HCCA function) or
contention-based (managed by the EDCA function). In order
to overcome the starvation problem due to the unbounded
channel occupation by low rate stations (which is one of
the shortcomings of the legacy DCF function of IEEE
802.11.b), a constraint in the transmission time is added in
both access methods. Each station with QoS (QSTA) can transmit no more than a ﬁxed time interval, named Transmission
Opportunity (TXOP). Each QSTA can transmit one or more
Trafﬁc Streams (TSs) with QoS requirements.
2.1. HCF Controlled Channel Access
The HCCA function introduces a parameterized QoS
support in the centralized polling mechanism of PCF. HCCA

Table 1
Glossary of used notation.
TSPEC parameters (units)

Symbol

Mean data rate (b/s)
Nominal SDU size (B)
Minimum PHY rate (b/s)
Delay bound (s)
Maximum Service Interval (s)

R
L

Other parameters (units)

Symbol

Peak data rate (b/s)
Peak frame rate (frames/s)
Burstiness factor
Frame size (b)
Frame Interarrival time (s)
Interarrival time upper tolerance (s)
Interarrival time lower tolerance (s)
Service Interval (s)
Transmission Opportunity interval (s)
Number of transmitted SDU
Amount of transmitted data (b)

P
U

C
D
MSI

B
L

s
du
dl
SI
TXOP
N

v

classiﬁes the trafﬁc into height TSs. Each TS, that can be
uni-directional (uplink or downlink) or bi-directional (both
of them), corresponds to a speciﬁc service level identiﬁed
by the values of the Trafﬁc Speciﬁcation (TSPEC) protocol
parameters. The TSPEC mandatory ﬁelds are illustrated in
Table 1. By the negotiation of these parameters during
the admission control phase HCCA can guarantee TSs a
parameterized QoS access to the medium. In order to be included in the polling list, a QSTA sends to the QoS-aware
Hybrid Coordinator (HC), usually located at the QAP, a
QoS reservation request for each of its TSs, using the QoS
management frame Add Trafﬁc Stream (ADDTS). Therefore,
if the acceptance of the requesting TSs does not jeopardize
the service guarantees of the already admitted ones, the
QAP notiﬁes the admission to the QSTA with a positive
acknowledgement, containing the TS service start time.
Moreover, HC aggregates the QSTA TSPECs in the following
transmission parameters, used to manage the available resource with QoS and sent to the QSTA at the polling time:
the Service Interval (SI), which is the time interval between
two successive polls of the node, and the Transmission
Opportunity (TXOP) which is the node transmission duration, based on the mean application data rates of its TSs.
The Controlled Access Phase (CAP) is started by the QAP.
It listens the medium and if this is idle for a PCF Interframe
Space (PIFS), it gains the control of the channel. It then polls
a QSTA at turn, according to the polling list, generated by
the scheduler considering the QoS and real-time requirements. If the polled QSTA does not have data messages
for the considered TS, i.e. the TS is not backlogged, or if
the head-of-line frame does not ﬁt into the remaining TXOP
duration, the QSTA sends a QoS CF-Null frame to the QAP.
The HCCA frames exchange sequence is shown in Fig. 1.
2.2. Enhanced Distributed Channel Access
The EDCA function provides a prioritized QoS to the DCF
contention mechanism based on Carrier Sense Multiple Access /Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA). During the contention
phase each station listens to the medium. If the medium is
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Fig. 1. HCCA sample frames exchange sequence.

Fig. 2. Basic access method and IFS relationships.

free for an interval equals to the Arbitration Inter-Frame
Space (AIFS) plus a random backoff time, the station sends
its packets (see Fig. 2). Otherwise the station freezes its
waiting timer until the medium becomes again available
and then restarts its countdown. An exponential backoff
reduces the collision probability.
EDCA uses eight different User Priorities (UPs) to classify
the trafﬁc. These UPs are mapped into four Access Categories (AC), implemented as First In First Out queues (see
Table 2). Therefore, different kinds of applications (background, best effort, video and voice trafﬁc) can receive a diverse service accordingly to their QoS requirements. The
prioritization is obtained by assigning each AC different
contention phase parameters: i) an increasing AIFS for
decreasing AC priority ii) Contention Window Min (CWmin)

Table 2
UP to AC mappings.
Priority

User Priority

Access Priority

Trafﬁc type

Lowest

1
2
0
3
4
5
6
7

AC_BK
AC_BK
AC_BE
AC_BE
AC_VI
AC_VI
AC_VO
AC_VO

Background
Background
Best effort
Best effort
Video
Video
Voice
Voice

Highest

and Contention Window Max (CWmax) used to compute different backoff periods. A QSTA with higher priority AC trafﬁc has a backoff interval shorter than that of QSTAs with
lower priority trafﬁc which allows it to acquire a higher
right of access to the medium. Also, a virtual contention
handler solves the internal collisions of QSTAs that end
their contention backoff intervals at the same time. It
forces the QSTA with higher priority to gain the control
of the medium by increasing the contention windows of
the lower priority ones.
3. Related works
In this section the scheduling algorithms we considered
in our work are analyzed, along with the IEEE 802.11e
HCCA reference scheduler. To the best of our knowledge
they are representative of the different available solutions
introduced to improve the HCCA QoS support, without the
aim to provide a survey on this topic. Also, we present a
brief summary of the few works on the HEMM mode.
3.1. The HCCA schedulers
The IEEE 802.11e reference scheduler proposes how to
compute the main protocol parameters, SI and TXOP, suitable to meet the requirements globally expressed by each
QSTA. SI is computed as a unique value for all non-AP
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QSTAs with admitted streams, whereas different values of
TXOP are computed for each QSTA. Hence all the QSTAs
are polled with the same period SI and different TSs of a
station QSTAi are served with the same computation time
TXOPi. In particular, SI is proposed to be less than the beacon interval, so that the QSTAs will be polled at least once
during the beacon duration. It also has to be less than the
minimum of the Maximum SI (MSI) of each QSTA. This ensures no deadline misses. SI and TXOPi have ﬁxed values,
based on worst case conditions, and they are recomputed
only if a new TS arrives with a MSIi greater than the preexistent ones.
The numerous studies on the IEEE 802.11e HCCA reference scheduler [4,5,7] have proven through analysis and
simulations that it has good QoS and real-time performance only with CBR trafﬁc. Instead, due to the ﬁxed values assigned to TXOP and SI, it provides a non-optimal
resource utilization in the case of VBR trafﬁc, (videoconference, video streaming, etc.). Same conclusions are drawn
for the admission control. It misses on the necessary ﬂexibility and applies stringent admission conditions with the
acceptance of fewer TSs than possible, by wasting available
resources. As a result, several alternative scheduling algorithms have been proposed to improve the QoS provisioning of IEEE 802.11e HCCA networks in the case of VBR
trafﬁc, [12–17] and few works have evaluated the realtime issues of the reference scheduler [6,7,12,18–21], and
proposed possible solutions.
Fair HCF (FHCF) [14] assigns variable TXOPs by using a
model of TSs queues length that distinguishes between
the packet queuing delay and the waiting time delay. The
packet queuing delay is inﬂuenced by the variations in
packet size and data rate. The waiting time delay is deﬁned
as the interval between the packet arrival time and the
QSTA polling time.
The Real-Time HCCA (RTH) algorithm [19] ensures a
ﬁxed capacity for the trafﬁc streams during a ﬁxed period. This scheduler, based on the Earliest Deadline First
(EDF) [22] and Stack Resource Policy (SRP) [23] algorithms, takes into account the non-preemptability of
the frame transmissions which are considered as critical
sections.
The Wireless Capacity Based Scheduler (WCBS) [18,7] is
suitable for serving soft real-time applications and is derived from the Constant Bandwidth Server [24]. At admission control stage, it assigns TSs periodic time budget,
then it schedules the TXOP dynamically distributing this
budget taking into account the EDF-based order of the
deadlines associated to each data message. Moreover it
allows to postpone the deadline whenever the higher
trafﬁc variability cannot be served with the assigned
budget.
3.2. The HCCA–EDCA Mixed Mode
Very few works have considered the opportunity to enhance the HCCA QoS and real-time support by taking
advantage of the resources available for the EDCA function.
Nonetheless the IEEE 802.11e standard speciﬁes three different access policies: HCCA, EDCA, and HCCA–EDCA
Mixed Mode (HEMM). In particular, the HEMM mode per-

mits a QSTA to jointly use the former MAC mechanisms. It
is not adequately documented and to the best of our
knowledge, the related studies are focused on the models
of the used channel capacity and on the adjustment of
the HCCA/EDCA ratio.
In [9] a model of the channel utilization is presented,
considering both HCCA and EDCA modes. It shows that
incrementing the portion of HCCA increases the medium
utilization of large WLAN in saturation conditions and
the determinism in the channel control. Instead large EDCA
networks are affected by growing collisions that degrade
their performance.
In [10] the efﬁcient resource control for elastic trafﬁc
over EDCA and HCCA functions is analyzed using an economic model that highlights how the CWmin parameter,
the CSMA/CA scheme, and the RTS/CTS procedure affect
channel congestion and throughput. The optimal value of
the HCCA–EDCA ratio is found by means of optimization
techniques.
In [11] the Adaptively Tuned HCF (AT-HCF) algorithm is
introduced. It dynamically adapts and tunes the HCCA
and the EDCA durations to the different type of trafﬁc, until
they converge to the optimal values to improve the
throughput of the overall system.

4. The Overboost scheduler
The proposed Overboost scheduler is local to each node.
It improves performance of the HCCA schedulers without
replacing them and deals with the TSs that are served by
HCCA that still have some data to transmit at the end of
CAP phase. As a result, before the contention period begins,
it moves the TSs data messages from HCCA queue to EDCA
queue assigning them to a highest priority EDCA Access
Category (Figs. 3, 4), which is AC_VO (Voice AC) (see
Table 2). Hence, the trafﬁc that exceeds the assigned HCCA
TXOP (the HCCA transmission time threshold) will not be
served with parameterized QoS but will be served with prioritized QoS. The detailed description of the Overboost
algorithm is the following:
1. when the CAP phase ends, HC transfers the control of
the medium to the Overboost mechanism;
2. it checks if the HCCA is empty: in that case it leaves the
control to the EDCA function;
3. otherwise, it moves the data message of HCCA queue to
the EDCA function; and
4. if the EDCA period is not yet ﬁnished, it starts over from
the point 2).
Overboost is a local node scheduler which collaborates
with the MAC reference scheduling algorithm or with any
alternative one. The centralized scheduler located in the
QAP continues to manage the QSTAs that request to send
and performs admission control, which remains unchanged. It then computes the scheduling parameters
and creates the polling list, and ﬁnally it polls the admitted
QSTAs. Instead Overboost, located in each QSTA, takes action only if the transmitting QSTA does not deliver all
enqueued TSs data messages.
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Queue i

Queue j
Threshold
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TXOP i

TXOP j

EDCA

CAP

EDCA

CAP

SI
Fig. 3. The Overboost swapping queues mechanism.

Network Layer
TSs with
parametrized
QoS

TSs with
prioritized
QoS
Data messages classification

HCCA queue

AC_VO
queue

CAP

AC_VI
queue

AC_BE
queue

AC_BK
queue

CP
HCCA
data
Overboost
On

Overboost
Off
EDCA AC_VO
data

HCCA function

EDCA function
Fig. 4. The Overboost mechanism.

In the rest of the paper we will show that this mechanism limits the delay experienced by TSs and improves
their performance. The local scheduler integrates the services offered by both HCCA and EDCA mechanisms,
‘‘boosting’’ the network performance of TSs by the HCCA
scheduler. Hence we named this scheduler ‘‘Overboost’’.

5. Scheduling analysis
In this section we analyze the Overboost impact on the
resource scheduling, tuning the admission control in presence of different types of trafﬁc. The bursty trafﬁc highlights
how Overboost reacts to VBR sources like videostreams,
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whereas the VoIP trafﬁc shows that the CBR streams are not
affected by Overboost. Moreover the queue length analysis
illustrates the scheduler effects on buffer size, throughput
and delay.

In the following we evaluate how to improve the admission control test to take advantage of the resources made
available by Overboost.
The general expression of the admission control that
considers the time intervals assigned to both EDCA and
HCCA functions is
K
X
ðTXOPi þ tPi Þ þ T EDCA 6 T

ð1Þ

i¼1

where T is the hyperperiod, TCAP is the length of CAP phase
that is equal to the sum of the assigned TXOPi and of the
polling times tPi of the K admitted QSTAs, and TEDCA is the
duration of the EDCA. When Overboost takes action this
expression is modiﬁed as follows:

T 0CAP þ T OV þ T 0EDCA 6 T

ð2Þ

where T 0CAP 6 T CAP is the new duration of CAP phase, TOV is
the time used by the Overboost scheduler during EDCA,
T 0EDCA ¼ T EDCA  T OV 6 T EDCA is the time duration assigned
to the QSTAs using only EDCA.
The clause 7.3.2.29 of IEEE 802.11 standard deﬁnes the
maximum length of the EDCA TXOP for each AC, the TXOPlimit (contained in the Parameter Record of the EDCA Parameter Set Element). In particular the TXOPlimit of AC_VO is equal
to 3264 ms or 1504 ms, depending on the adopted physical
speciﬁcation. Thus TOV 6 K  TXOPlimit. Considering the previous results we can state the following: when Overboost
is used the assigned HCCA TXOPi can be reduced by taking
advantage of the transmission time recovered from EDCA
and Eq. (2) becomes:
K
X
ðTXOP0i þ t Pi Þ þ K  TXOPlimit þ T 0EDCA 6 T

The HCCA reference scheduler suggests how to compute
each TXOPi, assuming Ni = d(SI  Ri)/Lie, for 1 6 i 6 K:



Ni  Li Mi
þO
TXOPi ¼ max
;
Ri
Ri

5.1. Tuning the admission control

T CAP þ T EDCA ¼

5.2. Transmission opportunity analysis

ð3Þ

i¼1

where in general TXOP0i 6 TXOP i . In particular the minimum value of TXOP0i assigned during the admission control,
without jeopardizing the guaranteed QoS, is TXOP0imin ¼
TXOPi  TXOPlimit ; 1 6 i 6 K.
This result provides more ﬂexibility to the admission
control. It is possible to admit the same number of TSs:
 with the same TXOPi values ðTXOP0i  TXOPi ; 8iÞ, improving their performance through the resources made
available by Overboost, or 

PK
PK
0
 with a reduced TXOPi values
i¼1 TXOP i <
i¼1 TXOP i ,
integrating the missing resources by Overboost. This
lets to keep the initial QoS using less resources and
eventually to admit more TSs.
This behavior will also be shown through simulation in
Section 6.7.

ð4Þ

where Mi is the maximum allowable size of MSDU (2304
bytes), and O is the overheads in time units. In Table 1
the used symbols are listed. Since these formulae use the
TSPEC parameters whose values depend on the TSs, it is
possible to adapt these expressions and that of the admission control to different types of trafﬁc, replacing the hardwired standard parameters with those derived from the
statistical trafﬁc analysis and compare the network behavior with and without Overboost.
5.2.1. Bursty trafﬁc
The bursty trafﬁc, characterized by variable bit rate and
packets interarrival times, impacts on the admission control and allows to highlight how Overboost reacts to VBR
trafﬁc with active/silence intervals. The mean frame interarrival time 1/k of a bursty trafﬁc is variable in the interval
(1/k  du,1/k + dl), where du is the upper tolerance during the
burst and dl is the lower tolerance, when the interarrival
time is longer. A meaningful burstiness statistic is the Burstiness factor:

B¼

R

P

where R is the mean data rate evaluated during a long
time interval, and P is the peak data rate during the
activity interval. The peak frame rate is equal to U = R/
(B  L) and the bursty frame interarrival time is 1/
k = (B  L)/R. Hence, the CBR applications are characterized
by B = 1, whereas the VBR trafﬁc sources by B 6 1. For
1 6 i 6 K, each TXOPi can be computed including the trafﬁc parameter Bi, taking into account the trafﬁc bursts
when the resources are assigned



Ni  Li
Mi
þO
TXOPBi ¼ max
;
Bi  Pi Bi  Pi

ð5Þ

obtaining an expression increased by the factor B1i > 1 with
respect to Eq. (4), computed considering the mean data
rate. Hence the scheduler assigns a greater TXOPi that overestimates the mean requirements.
When Overboost is turned on, taking into account the
trafﬁc burstiness statistic Bi, the new TXOP0Bi is:

TXOP0Bi ¼ TXOPBi  TXOPlimit


Ni  Li
Mi
þ O  TXOPlimit < TXOPBi :
¼ max
;
Bi  Pi Bi  Pi
This simple result conﬁrms the usefulness of the Overboost mechanism that can be used to manage the trafﬁc
spikes over, without overprovisioning the assigned HCCA
bandwidth.
In the following the max admissible burstiness Bi max is
evaluated when TXOPi are not changed and Overboost
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manages the trafﬁc variability. At the beginning of current
TXOPi, before the burst arrives, if the HCCA queue is empty,
the total amount of trafﬁc that can be delivered by the
overall system composed by the centralized HCCA scheduler and Overboost is v = (TXOPi + TXOPlimit)  C, the corresponding peak frame rate is:

ðTXOPi þ TXOPlimit Þ  C
Pi ¼
¼
Li  TXOPi
Li  TXOPi

1
Li  TXOPi
Bimax  Li
¼
¼
:
ki ðTXOPi þ TXOPlimit Þ  C
Ri
Thus, knowing TXOPlimit, it is possible to derive the maximum burstiness tolerable by the overall scheduler without changing TXOPi:

Ri  TXOPi
¼
:
ðTXOPi þ TXOPlimit Þ  C

Finally, adopting a different point of view, the modiﬁed
mathematical expression of TXOP0 i needed to deliver a TSi
with a burstiness Bi, by taking advantage of the Overboost
feature, is:

Bi
 TXOPlimit :
Ri  Bi C

ð7Þ

and since the talkspurt period is distributed according to
the Weibull distribution, whose probability density function (p.d.f.) is:

(

k
k

x k

 ðkx Þk1  eðkÞ

0

xP0
x<0

where k is the shape parameter and k is the scale parameter
that depend on the streams, the mean value of TON is:
E[TON] = k  C(1 + 1/k) where C is the Gamma function,
R1
CðzÞ ¼ 0 t z1  et dt. Thus

and the max frame interarrival time is:

TXOP0i ¼

’

 &
SI  Ri
E½T ON   Ri
¼
Li
Li

pT ON ðx; k; kÞ ¼

v

Bimax

Ni ¼

TXOPi ¼ max

dki  Cð1 þ 1=ki Þ  Ri =Li e  Li Mi
;
Ri
Ri

!

þO

ð8Þ

where ki and ki are the parameters of the Weibull distribution that depends on the considered TS.
Taking into account the previous considerations we can
state that Eq. (8) does not differ from Eq. (4) since the used
parameters are derived from the mean value statistics
during the ON period. Thus the CBR trafﬁc, like VoIP, is
not affected by the Overboost mechanism since the centralized scheduler can efﬁciently manage the application
requirements.

ð6Þ

Overboost allows to serve more trafﬁc with respect to
that delivered by only HCCA and without changing TXOPi,
since the variations typical of the bursty trafﬁc are ‘‘absorbed’’ by Overboost using EDCA. These deductions are
also valid for VBR trafﬁc, like MPEG streams. These conclusions will be conﬁrmed though simulation by the bandwidth underprovisioning analysis (see Section 6.7).
5.2.2. VoIP trafﬁc
The VoIP streams can be modeled as an ON/OFF source:
during the ON (talkspurt) periods the trafﬁc is modeled as
CBR with parameters that depend on the encoding scheme;
during the OFF (silence) periods no frames are generated.
Talkspurt and silence periods are distributed according to
the Weibull distribution [25] that models a one-to-one
conversation.
Assuming RON = 1/TON as the constant frame transmission rate during the ON period, where TON is the mean
duration of the ON period, the mean frame rate during
the overall period T = TON + TOFF is R ¼ RON  T=ðT ON þ T OFF Þ
[26] where TOFF is the mean duration of the silence period,
when no frames are generated. During the talkspurt period
the VoIP trafﬁc source generates CBR frames, characterized
by constant data rate, SDU size and frame interarrival time.
Thus in the TXOPi expression it is correct to use parameters
related to the ON period: Ri is set to R, SI to T, and Li to the
SDU size. In particular, the values of these parameters depend on the VoIP codec, as shown in Section 6. This choice
does not overestimate the needed resources since Ri allows
to distribute the frames actually generated during TON in
whole T.
Moreover the max number of transmitted SDU can be
approximated as:

5.3. Queue length analysis
In this section the improvement introduced by Overboost in the performance of the HCCA scheduling is analytically studied in terms of emptying HCCA queue rate that
affects the experienced delay and throughput. These considerations will be conﬁrmed by the introduction of a simple queue length model that shows how the amount of
enqueued trafﬁc is efﬁciently reduced by Overboost.
When Overboost is turned off the maximum QSTAi
enqueued trafﬁc, supposed backlogged, that is delivered
during a single hyperperiod H, is equal to TXOPi  C, whereas
when Overboost is turned on, it is equal to (TXOPi +
TXOPlimit)  C. Hence the maximum increase in the dispatched trafﬁc gi max introduced by Overboost for the QSTAi
is:

gmaxi ¼

ðTXOPi þ TXOPlimit Þ  C  TXOPi  C TXOPlimit
¼
:
TXOPi  C
TXOPi

Considering all the K admitted QSTAs, the maximum total increase in the dispatched trafﬁc during H is:

PK

gmax ¼ Pi¼1K

TXOPlimit

i¼1 TXOP i

K  TXOPlimit
 f ¼ PK
f
i¼1 TXOP i

where f is a factor that takes into account the TSs type
which affects the Overboost activity (in the case of CBR
TSs f = 0, whereas for backlogged VBR TSs f = 1).
Analyzing the emptying queue process, when Overboost is turned off, at time t after the start of the jth hyperperiod, Hj, the enqueued trafﬁc sij of QSTAi is:

sij ¼ Q i;j1 þ t  ðRi þ CÞ
where Qi,j1 is the residual trafﬁc from the previous hyperperiod Hj1, t  Ri is the incoming trafﬁc in the queue during
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Hj until t, and t  C is the outcoming one. Qi,j1 is due to the
trafﬁc not delivered during Hj1, considering both the
residual trafﬁc from the previous hyperperiods and the
incoming and the outcoming trafﬁc during Hj1, Qi,j1 =
Qi,j2 + TXOPi  (Ri + C). By iterating: Qi,j2 = Qi,j3 + TXOPi 
P
(Ri + C) . . . Q i;j1 ¼ ðRi  CÞ  j1
t¼1 TXOP i and being TXOPi
constant for each hyperperiod, ﬁnally we get:

Table 3
MAC/PHY simulation parameters.
Parameter

Value (ls)

Parameter

Value

SIFS
PIFS
DIFS
Slot time

10
30
50
20

PHY header
Data rate
Basic rate
Bit error rate

192 ls
11 Mb/s
1 Mb/s
0 b/s

Q i;j1 ¼ ðj  1Þ  TXOPi  ðRi  CÞ:
Thus the QSTAi trafﬁc enqueued in the HCCA queue length
during Hj is:

sij ¼ ðj  1Þ  TXOPi  ðRi  CÞ þ t  ðRi þ CÞ:
and the total enqueued trafﬁc of all the K admitted QSTAs,
i.e. the HCCA queue length, is:

sj ¼ ðj  1Þ  ðRi  CÞ 

K
X

TXOPi þ t 

i¼1

K
X
ðRi þ CÞ:
i¼1

When Overboost is turned on, considering a backlogged
trafﬁc, the queue length is:

sjOV ¼ ðj  1Þ  ðRi  CÞ 

K
X

TXOPi  K  J  TXOPlimit

The used physical layer parameters are speciﬁed by the
High Rate-Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (HR-DSSS), also
known as 802.11b, and reported in Table 3. MAC level fragmentation, multirate support and RTS/CTS protection
mechanism are disabled. We also assume that all nodes
can directly communicate with each other without the hidden node problem.
The analysis has been carried out using the method of
independent replications. Speciﬁcally, we ran independent
replications of 3600 s, each with 100 s warm-up period until the 95% conﬁdence interval is reached for each performance measure. Conﬁdence intervals are not drawn
whenever negligible.

i¼1

þt

K
X
ðRi þ CÞ < sj :

ð9Þ

6.2. Trafﬁc model

i¼1

Eq. (9) illustrates how Overboost efﬁciently contributes
in the emptying HCCA queue process. This positively impacts on scheduling performance evaluated in terms of
throughput and experienced delay.
6. Performance analysis
This section presents the results of Overboost performance evaluation obtained through simulations. We
analyzed the beneﬁts of the new local scheduler when
combined with previously described HCCA schedulers:
IEEE 802.11e reference [3], WCBS [18], RTH [27], and FHCF
[14]. A performance analysis showing the main features
and differences among these scheduling algorithms can
be found in [7].
After describing the simulation settings and the used
trafﬁc model, we discuss the results about the schedulers
efﬁciency in terms of the experienced null rate, the
throughput, the access delay, and the QSTA queue length.
Then we evaluate the performance of the overall scheduler
in comparison with the bandwidth over-provisioning and
under-provisioning and with the only EDCA function.

For simulations we used two types of uplink (UL) trafﬁc
streams that require QoS guarantees: VoIP and video.
The VoIP trafﬁc is simulated using a VoIP generator
module for ns-2 described in [31]. The VoIP streams are
modeled as an ON/OFF source as described in Section 5.2.2.
The Weibull distribution parameters are listed in Table 4.
The employed encoding scheme is the G.729A [32] with
the parameters as shown in Table 5. The TSPEC delay
bound is set to the packet interarrival time (period) and
the mean data rate to the peak rate during talkspurts.
The video stream trafﬁc is generated using pre-encoded
MPEG4 trace ﬁles from the Internet archive of traces [33].
An MPEG4 encoder produces streams of variable size
frames at ﬁxed intervals [34]. They are chosen to represent
a videoconference session (LectureHQ-Reisslein trace ﬁle)
and a video streamed over the network (Jurassic Park High
Quality trace ﬁle). The TSPEC parameters are shown in
Table 6.
Table 4
Voice activity detection model for VoIP trafﬁc streams.
Type

kON (s)

kON

kOFF (s)

kOFF

E[ON] (s)

E[OFF](s)

O2O

1.423

0.824

0.899

1.089

1.58

0.87

6.1. Simulation settings
The software implementation of the Overboost algorithm has been developed for ns-2 [28] simulator by introducing an extension able to use both HCCA and EDCA.
Regarding the HCCA software implementation we focused
on the framework proposed in [29], due to its modularity.
We then implemented the EDCA part and added the necessary code to integrate the two access functions [30]. Finally
the Overboost algorithm was implemented as a local
scheduler for each QSTA.

Table 5
G.729A VoIP encoding scheme parameters.
Codec

G729A

Frame size (B)
Period (s)
Sample per packet
Payload size (B)
IP/UDP/RTP Header size (B)
SDU size (B)
Data rate (b/s)

10
0.02
2
20
40
60
24,000
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Table 6
Trafﬁc parameters for video streams.
Parameter

VideoConf.

VideoStr.

Mean frame size (B)
Max frame size (B)
Period (s)
Mean data rate (b/s)
Peak data rate (b/s)

660
11,386
0.033333
157,712
2,732,640

3800
16,745
0.040
770,000
3,300,000

All the simulations include one station with background
data trafﬁc operating in asymptotic conditions (i.e. it always has a frame to transmit). The packet length of data
trafﬁc is constant and equal to 1500 bytes and the best effort data trafﬁc is transmitted using legacy DCF.
6.3. Efﬁciency analysis
In this section we analyze the efﬁciency of the four global schedulers, intended as a measure of how well they utilize the network resources. The evaluation is performed
using the analysis of the null rate experienced during the
polling of the QSTAs. The null rate is deﬁned as the number
of Null frames received by the QAP when it has sent a CFPoll frame and the QSTA has no frames to transmit. When
evaluating the null rate, we can check if the polling time
computation is suitable for the considered trafﬁc or the
QAP is polling the QSTAs more frequently than necessary
(which may increase the system overhead). In Fig. 5, we
show the null rate value for the four analyzed schedulers
with and without the Overboost mechanism, in a scenario
composed by three VoIP G.729A uplink TSs and three video
stream uplink TSs. In the case of G.729A TSs the Overboost
does not improve the schedulers performance and the null

rate is almost the same for all the schedulers, with and
without Overboost. The schedulers compute the same
TXOP value and the same SI value that is equal to the packet interarrival time, hence they have the suitable polling
rate to empty the queue. The null frames are only due to
the silence periods. Instead with video stream TSs the Null
frames signiﬁcantly increase when Overboost is activated:
at the end of the TXOP, the data messages in the HCCA
queue are swapped in the higher priority EDCA queue.
Therefore, when the QAP polls the QSTA in the next CAP,
there is more chance to ﬁnd the queue empty. However,
even in the case of the increased null rate the delay is reduced, as shown in Section 6.6.
The polling analysis was not conducted because the local Overboost scheduler does not modify the HCCA scheduling algorithm, its polling list, and timings. Therefore the
results remain untouched with respect to [7].

6.4. Throughput analysis
Fig. 6 shows the throughput of each algorithm with (left
column) or without Overboost (right column) when VoIP or
video stream TSs are transmitted. It highlights that, in the
case of CBR trafﬁc the Overboost mechanism does not affect any of the analyzed schedulers. This means that they
assign a TXOP large enough to send all the frames spawn
during one SI. On the other hand, in the case of VBR trafﬁc
we note that some of the frames are sent in EDCA manner.
As a consequence, all the schedulers use less CAP time and,
in particular, the reference, RTH, and WCBS schedulers improve their throughput. FHCF does not change its behavior
because its queue model is already ﬂexible enough, by
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Fig. 5. Null rate of UL VoIP G.729A and UL video stream TSs.
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Fig. 6. Throughput of two UL VoIP G.729A, four UL video conference and two UL video stream TSs.

assigning variable SI and TXOP suitable to follow the trafﬁc
variations.
6.5. The queue length analysis
Figs. 7 and 8 show the 99th percentile of the queue length
of QSTA transmitting respectively one videoconference TS

and one video stream TS. The EDF-based schedulers WCBS
and RTH need a queue greater than others because they
strictly reserve the needed bandwidth using the mean data
rate value, without over-provisioning (like the reference
scheduler) or adopting a ﬂexible scheduling scheme (like
FHCF). Instead, when Overboost is activated, we have a signiﬁcant decrease in the queue length because every SI the

22000
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HCCA : Overboost On
EDCA : Overboost On

20000

18000

Queue length (Bytes)

16000

14000
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Fig. 7. Ninety ninth percentile of buffer size when video conference TSs are transmitted.
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Fig. 8. Ninety ninth percentile of buffer size when video stream TSs are transmitted.

data messages are moved from the HCCA queue to the EDCA
queue as analytically shown in Section 6.5. This effect is evident in the case of the video stream TSs.
6.6. Delay analysis
In this section we investigate the access delay deﬁned as
the time elapsed from the time the frame reached the MAC

layer to the time when the frame is successfully acknowledged. We consider a scenario with an increasing number
of VoIP G.729.A TSs. The Cumulative Distributed Function
(CDF) of the access delay (Fig. 9) shows that the access delay
of all the schedulers does not change, hence conﬁrming that
Overboost does not affect this kind of trafﬁc.
Finally we consider a mixed scenario with two VoIP
G.729A uplink TSs, four videoconference TSs and two video
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Fig. 9. CDF of access delay when eight UL VoIP G.729.A TSs are transmitted.
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Fig. 10. CDF of access delay when eight UL video conference TSs are transmitted.

stream TSs. Fig. 10 shows the CDF of the access delay of last
admitted QSTA transmitting videoconference TS. The slope
of each probability curve is increased, meaning that every
scheduler has more probability to keep the access delay
under a speciﬁc value. Also, in this case the delay is lower
when Overboost is activated, especially with EDF-based

schedulers. This is an important result since the EDF-based
schedulers produce a mean delay greater than the others,
executing a new sorting for each CAP phase, while the
other schedulers maintain a ﬁxed order of TSs. In presence
of Overboost we note how this gap between the schedulers
is reduced.
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Fig. 11. CDF of the HCCA queue length in the case of overprovisioning and underprovisioning versus Overboost.
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Fig. 12. CDF of access delay in the case of overprovisioning and underprovisioning versus Overboost.

6.7. HCCA bandwidth over-provisioning and underprovisioning versus Overboost
Finally we analyze the effects of Overboost on the number of the admitted QSTAs and on the provided service

level in terms of node queue length and access delay. Usually the HCCA schedulers admit such TSs by evaluating
their mean data rate or a related function. As a result, the
VBR TSs can suffer delays when instant data rate is greater
than mean data rate.
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Fig. 13. CDF of the EDCA queue: EDCA function versus underprovisioning plus Overboost.
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Fig. 14. CDF of the EDCA access delay: EDCA function versus underprovisioning plus Overboost.

On the other hand, when the data rate is smaller than
the mean data rate, the CAP phase is automatically shortened by the protocol itself. Given the bandwidth recovery
of Overboost for such kind of TSs, we analyze if Overboost
can be used to admit more TSs, using an admission control
test based on a value smaller than the mean data rate and
keeping the same delay performance, or if it is able to reduce the experienced delay. The next scenario that we consider has an increasing number of video stream TSs. Each
TS has a mean data rate of 770 Kbit/s (see Table 6).
Fig. 11 shows that, when Overboost is turned off, increasing the mean data rate during the admission control phase
decreases the HCCA queue length; when Overboost is
turned on the queue length becomes the smallest, even
when using the mean data rate.
Fig. 12 conﬁrms these results in terms of access delay,
which becomes smaller when Overboost is activated than
when more bandwidth is reserved to the TSs. Thus the
Overboost mechanism behaves better than the over-provisioning mechanism.
To further validate these results, we compare the overall scheduler composed by the WCBS HCCA scheduler and
the Overboost local scheduler versus using the only EDCA
transmission. Figs. 13 and 14 show that WCBS and Overboost reduce the queue length and the access delay with
respect to EDCA only transmission, even when the network
is overloaded with TS declaring a mean data rate smaller
than its effective one by 25%.
7. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented, Overboost, a novel local
node scheduler that is suitable for improving performance

of HCCA schedulers of IEEE 802.11e networks by exploiting
the EDCA function. Overboost switches the data trafﬁc
exceeding the HCCA transmission time limit to the queue
of the highest priority EDCA access category. The analytical
evaluation shows that it efﬁciently uses the wireless medium in presence of different types of trafﬁc, and reduces
the length of the HCCA queue. These results has been validated through simulations showing that Overboost improves the QoS support provided by the HCCA schedulers
when variable bit rate trafﬁc streams are transmitted. In
particular it increases the algorithm efﬁciency expressed
in terms of the null rate, throughput and access delay.
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